How to Operate  2" Horizontal Blinds with Cordless Lift

Cordless blinds offer a safe alternative for homes with children and pets. The standard wand tilt eliminates all dangling cords to further reduce risk. The cordless blind that you have purchased incorporates spring lift operation that replaces the traditional lift cords on the blind.

Installation
Mount your blind as shown in the installation instructions.

1  Wand tilt control
2  Cord tilt control
3  Bottomrail grip

Raising and lowering
Always raise and lower with blind open.
To lower blind, simply pull down using the grips on the bottomrail. To raise the blind, simply guide the blind to the desired position by gently lifting the bottomrail. Please note we have manufactured the blind 1½" longer than ordered due to the tendency of the cordless mechanism to creep up slightly. On inside-mount blinds, the blind may need to be pulled away from the window slightly in order to fully lower the blind.

Tilting slats
On blinds with wand control, twist the wand to rotate the slats to the desired closure. On blinds with cord tilt control, pull the cords to adjust slat closure. Slats may be rotated in either direction to control light and privacy.

Trouble Shooting
Blind not level when raised.
It is important to always lift and lower your blind in a level manner. If the blind is not lifted and lowered in a balanced manner, the cords may be taken up by the springs at different rates causing the blind to hang crooked. To correct this situation, lower and raise blind while level.

Blind creeps up.
Blind requires a shim installed in the cordless lift unit or an additional bottomrail weight if the blind creeps up shorter than the window opening or order length. Contact customer service for parts.

Blind creeps down.
Blind requires a shim installed in the cordless lift unit. Contact customer service for parts.

Blind mounted on a door.
Blind will not stay in position due to operation of the door. Bottomrail hold-down brackets are recommended for door-mount applications.

Cords retract slowly as blind is raised.
Raise the blind more slowly allowing the cords time to operate.

Cords fail to retract.
Cords may have become tangled. Gently lower the blind to free the cords.

Blind is too long.
Due to the nature of the cordless lift, blinds are manufactured 1½" longer than the ordered.